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Let B(E) consist of those functions f~C(E) for which II f IĨ(~)is finite. Now A(E) c B(E) c C(E)
and IlfllCms llill~m)s 11.fllAE)) for f~A(E).
THEOREM 1. B(E) i8 a commutative, semi-simple, self-adjoint Banach algebra with unit under point-wise operations.

Proof. Katznelson and McGehee have noted that B(E) is a Banach space(3). Let
{f.} be a Cauchy sequence in B(E) and f its limit point in C(E). Let It is natural to ask when is A(E) = B(E) and when is B(z) = C(E). If B(E) = C(.E), then the closed graph theorem implies that E is a Helson set; i.e. A(E) = C(E). Thus 
B(E) = C(E) if
B(E) (see also (s)). In all examples known to the author, A(E) is, however, a closed subspace of B(E) from which it follows that the A(E) and B(E) norms are equivalent on A(E). For such E we characterize
A(E) in C(E). Our proof yields a characterization of the B(E) -closure of A(E) in
C(E).
We pair (A(E), M(E)
)
